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Author Plus V5.2

“The answer to a teacher’s prayers,”
TESL-CAL newsgroup posting

Author Plus is an exciting, easy-to-use program for
language teachers that helps you design computer-based
activities aimed at your students’ exact needs. And “easy-
to-use” means really really easy! In recent workshops, 300
English teachers each created at least two multimedia
exercises in their first 90 minutes using Author Plus. Make
a single exercise based on your students’ problem areas
for use in class, or a whole course for the self access
centre: Author Plus gives you a wide range of activity types
to keep interest levels high and to give you maximum
flexibility. There’s more: Author Plus now has full
multimedia capabilities so you can add photos, sound,
music and even video. And if you don’t have these
resources yourself, you can visit www.ClaritySupport.com
which has a whole section dedicated to find materials for
Author Plus users.

Many activity types within the one program…
There's a whole range of activity types within the one
program to suit the activity you are designing and to keep
students' interest levels high:
 Drag and drop
 Listening

comprehension
 Reading

comprehension
 Multiple choice
 Proof-reading
 Target spotting
 Text only
 Gapfill
 Free practice
 Video-based activities

Every screen has detailed instructions and there is
comprehensive, context-sensitive, online help throughout.
Once you have created your activities, you can - if you wish
- link them together into units and courses. You can give
each unit a summary or rule screen and a glossary. You
can attach sound files to the glossary for pronunciation
support. This way, you can make a comprehensive study
package perfectly tailored to the needs of your students.

How can you use Author Plus with your students?
Idea no. 1: Analyse the errors in a class essay. Rewrite the
essay including five or six of the most common mistakes.
Paste this into Author Plus as a proof-reading exercise and
follow it by an error correction exercise. This is very quick
to do, and students find it highly motivating to study and
correct their own recognisable mistakes on the computer.
Author Plus is the ideal tool for empowering both teachers

and learners.
Idea no. 2: It is generally assumed that authoring is done
by teachers for students, but it can be equally effective and
a lot more fun for students to author activities for each
other. Quizzes make excellent writing and reading
activities: writing for the students making up the quiz, and
reading for the students doing it. Having a quiz in electronic
format adds to motivation and gives a piece of work a
published quality that students can really be proud of.
Let’s look at a situation where you are teaching the simple
past. Instead of creating a paper-based quiz, your students
will do it in Author Plus. First, give a whole class
demonstration of how to make a multiple choice activity in
Author Plus. This is quite simple and will take no more than
ten minutes: any students who have not grasped all the
details will soon be put right by their friends.
Put your students into groups to choose a topic in history
on which to make up a quiz. Each group makes up ten
questions and provides ten answers. Once they have
finished, the other groups do the quiz. All groups therefore
get practice in both writing and reading questions and
statements in the simple past. From a motivational point of
view, students get a tremendous kick both from playing with
the technology as well as from watching another group
doing their quiz.
What’s more, at the end of the lesson you have several
electronic resources for the self access centre!

Idea originally published in ENGLISH TEACHING professional.

Language Areas
All, from basic literacy to vocabulary, exam practice,
reading, listening and advanced grammar.

Target students
All! Primary, secondary, and adult learners

Technical
Pentium, Win 95/98/ME/2000/NT, 600X800 full colour
screen, network compatible

Widely used by publishers
Publishers around the world have chosen Author Plus to
create courses for French and Danish, for exam practice
and study skills enhancement... and much more! These
publishers include:
 Richmond Publishing, UK
 AMES, Australia
 NAS, Canada
 Cambridge University Press, UK
 Clarity used Author Plus to develop Tense Buster 2001

and STUDY SKILLS Success.

Cambridge University
Press chose Author
Plus for the interactive
tests on their brand
new In Use demo CD!

Find out more at www.ClaritySupport.com!


